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E V O L U T I O N A R Y  W E L L N E S S



OSAYA translates to the ‘studied discipline of potential’.

Let us guide you to your optimal state of wellness and potential.
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OSAYA MALIBU
Escape the city

Osaya Malibu offers evolutionary wellness at a luxury estate
with some of the most effective traditional and modern practices.

A revolutionary experience that optimizes your path.



Nestled at the top of the Malibu hills, this luxury
estate is a stunning venue to relax and rejuvenate 
as you explore Osaya's uplifting health and wellness
experiences.

The estate has six bedrooms, an infinity pool, hot tub,
vast acerage, and magical views of the pacific ocean.

MALIBU ESTATE
Mountain sanctuary



 
Mountain sanctuary



Indulge in a personal immersion that caters to
small groups and private bookings. Each retreat
is curated to the needs of the guests to optimize
and personalize the experience. 

 Guests will experience detox protocols, health
optimization, wellness activities, traditional
ceremonies, evolution work shops, body
alignments, life blueprint sessions and more.

EXPERIENCES
Your own private retreat



Immerse yourself in one of Osaya's weekend
escapes and enjoy a fully catered retreat in a
King room suite with pacific ocean views.

WEEKEND ESCAPE
Luxury accomodation 



Osaya Malibu will be serviced by the acclaimed
Michelin Star chef Joshua Gil.

 
Chef Gil’s ever-changing, ingredient driven menu
embraces regional flavors using local and organic

seasonal influences.

CHEF GIL
Wellness in style

Chef Gil



David is a globally recognized transformative coach. 
He has been trained and initiated in native healing
modalities that he combines with his background in
psychology to create life changing results for his clients.

David uses both modern and native techniques to guide
you on a journey beyond your limitations so you can
reclaim your power for accelerated wellness in your life.

DAVID DILLON
Retreat  leader
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WHO THIS IS FOR
Inspired leaders

 

People that are ready to positively change their mindsets and behaviors.

People that are ready to explore the power of native wisdom ceremonies.

People that are ready to rejuvenate and detox the body, mind and spirit.

People that want to wake up inspired and connected to their authenticity.

People that want to get clear on their next steps and access their potential. 

 

 



WHAT YOU WILL RECEIVE
Personal growth

You will be challenged to personally grow as a leader, to explore the power of 
ancient wisdom, and to let go of old behaviors and paradigms that no longer serve you. 

 
✔   You will come away with a deeper connection to yourself and the world

✔   You will be renewed and clearer on who you are and where you are heading

✔   Discover new possibilities and tools that can help you live the life you love

✔   Detox your body, purify your mind and uplift your spirit in a magical oasis 
 



ITINERARY
Weekend Escape

Arrival and check in 2pm
Welcome refreshments and intro

Native Meshika cleansing ceremony 
Sunset drumming ceremony

Chef Gil sunset dinner banquet
Live sound immersion experience
Evening fire with cacao and music

Sunrise mountain hike + meditation
Qi Gong body movement sequence

Native traditional Kambo ceremony 
Native traditional Hapé ceremony

Brunch breakfast banquet
Private sessions and massages

Closing ceremony 2pm

DAY 1 DAY 2



NEXT STEPS
Start your journey

Contact our team to learn more about pricing and availability.
Packages can be curated to guests needs and desires.

+1 415 463 9608
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OSAYA MALIBU
J O I N  U S


